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This book is the fi rst of an intended 
two volume set on the 

classical channel, vessel 
and point systems of Chinese medicine.
As such, this volume is primarily aimed 

at the oriental bodywork student 
looking for a basic illustrated resource 
on the primary channels, vessels and 

points to compliment their 
existing studies within 

a professional teaching environment

Chinese Channels and Points for Oriental Bodywork

V e e t  A l l a n

•  For students and of professional oriental bodywork disciplnes such as   
    Acupuncture, Shiatsu and Tuina.
•  Each chapter follows a channel or vessel pair through the Chinese   
   clock sequence and contains full descriptions of all the main channels  
   and vessels. 
•  Contains 14 full colour chart illustrations of the fourteen basic Chinese     
   medical channels and vessels.
•  35 black line art or greyscale illustrations augment the text throughout.
•  Contains studies of 108 points with regard to location, action and
   indications, all as per UK Shiatsu Society professional syllabus 2000 
•  All points are identifi ed by their western notational number, romanised
   name, chinese character and pinyin name.
•  Also includes a section on proportional body measurement, a points 
   names index and table of point studies per body zone.
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